
CIEM, a cutting-edge platform, takes the helm in ensuring the highest standards of
security within your Cloud environment. As businesses transition to cloud-based
infrastructures, CIEM stands as the guardian, continuously monitoring entitlements
across IaaS, PaaS, and databases hosted or managed natively within Cloud
environments.

Cloud Identity & Entitlements
Management 

Overview:
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Key Features:
1. Visibility of Entitlements and Actions: CIEM provides unparalleled visibility
into the complex web of entitlements and actions within your Cloud
ecosystem. Know exactly which identity can execute what action using
specific entitlements, ensuring a granular understanding of user permissions.

2. Privileged IAM Operations: Detect, monitor, and remediate over-permissioned
and long-standing privileges. CIEM empowers you to maintain control over
privileged IAM operations, safeguarding your Cloud infrastructure against
potential security risks.

3. Authorization Graph: Unravel the intricate pathways of entitlements by which
identities access critical resources and applications. CIEM’s Authorization
Graph feature provides a comprehensive visualization, enabling you to
comprehend and manage access with precision.
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4. Support for Non-Human Identities: In the diverse landscape of Cloud
environments, CIEM goes beyond traditional identity management by
extending support for non-human identities. This ensures a comprehensive
approach to identity and access management, covering all facets of your
digital ecosystem.

5. IAM and Identity Security Analytics: Stay ahead of potential threats with
CIEM’s advanced IAM and Identity Security Analytics. Leverage actionable
insights derived from comprehensive analytics, enhancing your ability to
proactively manage security risks.

6. Entitlements Governance: CIEM serves as your governance ally, facilitating
robust entitlement management practices. Ensure compliance, streamline
workflows, and enhance the overall governance of entitlements within your
Cloud environment.

7. Seamless Integration: Seamlessly integrate CIEM with your Access
Management, Customer IAM, IDP, and IGA processes. CIEM is designed to
complement and enhance your existing infrastructure, ensuring a cohesive
and streamlined security framework.

Elevate your Cloud security posture with Cloud Identity Entitlements Management
Where Visibility, Control, Governance, and Integration converge for a secure digital
future.

Conclusion:

Benefits
Discovering Non-Human / machine
identities having access to your cloud
Centralized visibility across all IDP’s
including data clouds like Snowflake
and not just public cloud
environments like traditional CIEM
which means a consolidated view
across your cloud assets 
Facilitates governance across multi-
clouds
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